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Abstract
The sensitivity much better than 10
 24
e cm may be expected in
the searches for electric dipole moments (EDM) of -active nuclei at




1. Only upper limits have been obtained up to now in the searches
for the electric dipole moments of the neutron, atoms and molecules. But
these limits are a valuable contribution to elementary particle physics, having
strongly constrained theoretical models of CP violation.
Let us note that the bounds on CP violation in nuclei derived from atomic
experiments are at least as informative as direct investigations of the neutron
EDM. New approaches may arise here due to the progress in the accelerator
technique. An experiment was recently proposed to search for the muon EDM
with the sensitivity of 10
 24
e cm [1]. The intention is to use the existing
muon g   2 ring. The muons in it have natural longitudinal polarization.
An additional spin precession due to the EDM interaction with external eld
will be monitored by counting the decay electrons, their momentum being
correlated with the muon spin due to parity nonconservation in the muon
decay.
Just for the coherence of presentation, let us write down few formulae
from [1] with simple explanations. The frequency ~!
m
of the spin precession
































Here the anomalous magnetic moment a is related to the g-factor as follows:





The units are used where h = 1, c = 1. We supply here ~! by subscript
m to indicate that formula (1) describes the precession due to the magnetic
moment (combined with the Thomas eect). As to the precession induced
























(here  is 2 times smaller than in [1]). Formula (2) can be obtained from the
terms proportional to the anomalous magnetic moment in (1) by substituting










However, what is of interest to this muon EDM experiment, is not the
frequency of the spin precession with respect to the laboratory frame, i.e., not
the sum of expressions (1) and (2). What we need is the frequency of the spin
precession with respect to the muon momentum. The precession frequency of
the momentum itself ~!
p
can be derived easily from the well-known expression
































































































E) = 0. Just this
case is considered below.
It is proposed in [1] to compensate for the precession in the vertical mag-
netic eld
~
B by the precession in a radial electric eld
~
E, i.e., to choose
~
E













E = 0 :
In fact, electric elds in a storage ring are much smaller than magnetic ones,
and therefore can be neglected in the EDM term. So, with the mentioned
2
compensation, the spin precession with respect to momentum is due only to









In this way the muon spin acquires a vertical component which linearly grows
with time. The P-odd correlation of the decay electron momentum with the
muon spin leads to the dierence between the number of electrons registered
above and below the orbit plane.
The statement in [1] on the feasibility of this experiment is: "We are con-
dent that we can improve by six orders of magnitude the current sensitivity




2. Our point is that in the same way one can search for an EDM of
a polarized -active nucleus in a storage ring. In this case as well, the
precession of nuclear spin due to the EDM interaction can be monitored
by the direction of the -electron momentum.
-active nuclei have serious advantages as compared to muon.
The life-time of a -active nucleus can exceed by many orders of magni-
tude that of a muon. The characteristic depolarization time of the ion beam
is also much larger than 10
 6
s, the muon life-time. Correspondingly, the
angle of the rotation of nuclear spin, which is due to the EDM interaction
and which accumulates with time, may be also by orders of magnitude larger
than that of a muon. By the same reason of the larger life-time, the quality
of an ion beam can be made much better than that of a muon beam.
Then, the typical nuclear magnetic moment is by an order of magnitude
smaller than that of a muon. Accordingly, smaller are various spurious eects
due to the interaction of a magnetic moment with external elds.
However, necessary conditions here are also quite serious.
First of all, there should be an appreciable P-odd correlation in the -
decay between the electron momentum and spin J of the decaying nucleus.
Then, to make realistic the mentioned compensation of the EDM-independent
spin precession by a relatively small electric eld, the eective g-factor should
be close to 2 (as this is the case for the muon). Let us consider this condition
3



































 1; or  
2Z
A
J  0:8J: (8)
Fine-tuning to this condition is possible in many cases by taking, instead of a





J  0:8J: (9)
An even number of electrons in an ion does not guarantee by itself that the
total electron angular momentum, and therefore the total electron magnetic
moment vanish. Its vanishing can be demonstrated at least at the following
numbers of electrons












the lling of atomic shells certainly follows the hydrogen pattern. On the
other hand, at Z  z = 8; 16 ; for the ground state congurations of the type
p
4
, when the p-subshell is lled more than by half, the total electron angular
momentum J
e
= 2. One should exclude also the case Z   z = 26: neither of

















has vanishing angular momentum. In other cases of interest vanishing of J
e
should be checked experimentally.
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One more comment on the ion charge z should be made. The nuclear
EDM is screened by atomic electrons, and the screening is complete for a
neutral atom. It is intuitively clear and can be conrmed by direct calcula-
tions that in an ion this screening is partial only, being proportional to the
number of electrons Z   z. So, the smaller is this number, the better for our
problem.





the neutron and proton masses, and the nite mass m
e
of the electron, the
expression for the eective anomalous magnetic moment of an ion, with the







































the value of a increases by (8   9)  10
 4
.
The ions which look at the moment promising from the point of view of
the EDM searches are presented in the Table. The isotope data are taken
from the handbook [4]. The selection is conned to those -active nuclei for
which the positive sign of magnetic moment is established: at negative sign
the mentioned ne-tuning is impossible at all. The next demand was that
the value of magnetic moment should be known with sucient precision and
should allow reasonable ne-tuning.
The errors in the values of anomalous magnetic moments a presented in
the Table correspond to the experimental errors in values of . But there is
an eect not taken into account in the Table: electron congurations even
with vanishing angular momentum J
e
produce a diamagnetic screening of
nuclear magnetic moments. The screening should be very small in case of




. But it is nonnegligible in the congurations of
the type p
2
, i.e., at Z z = 6; 14 . The relative magnitude of the diamagnetic




Na, changing the a-value from 0.015 presented in the Table
to about - 0.1. The exact value of a for
24
11
Na at z = 5 demands rather serious
atomic calculations and/or experimental measurements. But most probably
5






to be a good object for the discussed experiments, being available in very
large quantities.
We have excluded from the Table isotopes with too short and too long
life-time t
1=2
(for our purpose approximate values of t
1=2
are sucient, so we




suspicious. By the way, few examples of -decaying excited states satisfy the
above criteria, these isotopes are marked in the Table by *. The optimum
values of life-times depend on too many experimental details and therefore
cannot be indicated in general form.
The value J = 1=2 for nuclear spin would allow to avoid the background
due to the quadrupole interaction with external elds. Unfortunately, we
could not nd spin J = 1=2 isotopes satisfying our criteria. Simple estimates
demonstrate however, that at reasonable parameters of a storage ring even
for relatively large nuclear quadrupole moments Q  1 barn this background
is not dangerous at the EDM sensitivity as high as 10
 26
e cm. The values
of Q (where known) are also presented in the Table with 2 digits only.





are indicated in the last column). Fortunately, many of them have allowed
pure Gamow { Teller transitions (jJ j = 1) where the magnitude of the
needed correlation between the electron momentum and the initial spin is
on the order of unity. Few isotopes in the Table have allowed mixed 
 
-
transitions (jJ j = 0). Here the magnitude of the asymmetry we need
may change essentially from nucleus to nucleus. For instance, for the cases
presented in book [5] (they do not enter the Table since none of them ts
our criteria) this asymmetry varies from 0.016 to 0.33. Obviously, for the
allowed mixed transitions, as well as for forbidden transitions which are also
represented in the Table, the values of the discussed asymmetry should be
found experimentally.
Perhaps, from the point of view of registration, it would be tempting to
have isotopes with positron -decay. Unfortunately, for two isotopes poten-






As, the cited 8th edition of handbook
[4] contains no quantitative data on their 
+
branchings (though these data
were present in the 7th edition).
3. But how signicant would be the discussed experiments with -active
6
nuclei for elementary particle physics?
The typical value of a nuclear EDM, as induced by CP-odd nuclear forces,






where  is a dimensionless parameter measuring these forces in the units
of the Fermi weak interaction constant G. The best upper limit on  was
obtained in an atomic experiment [7]:
 < 2  10
 3
: (12)
This limit was demonstrated [8] to be at least as signicant for elementary






(Detailed discussion of these problems can be found also in book [11].)
So, even at the same sensitivity 10
 24
e cm, as discussed in [1] for muons,
the experiments with -active nuclei would compete with the best EDM
studies. Certainly, progress in this direction well deserves serious eorts.
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0.3879(15) 47 - 0.5 3.9 16 h - 2.4 37%,46%
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